The farm pocket chart is a perfect addition to any farm thematic unit. It can be used with a small group or class. Common farm animals and items are included in the card set. The pocket chart design allows teachers to incorporate customized card sets to best suit their lesson requirements. Students can also supply additional farming images to incorporate with the lesson.

Get the class involved and excited about the animals on a farm. Practice making the sound that each animal makes, match the beginning letter sound for each animal name to the animal, learn the names of each animal or practice counting the animals. Blank write-on wipe-off cards are included to customize cards to fit the lesson being taught.

Get the class involved and excited about farm animals by learning animal name, practicing animal sounds, or matching and counting animals. Blank writable cards are included to help customize lessons.
Learn different characteristics of farm animals by sorting them with the classifying cards. This set includes: fur vs. no fur, tail or no tail, four legs vs. two legs, and adults vs. babies. Make two columns by placing the classifying cards at the top of the chart. Have students place the animals in the appropriate columns.

Vocabulary word cards are also included in the set. Match the vocabulary word with the correct animal card to increase vocabulary and reinforce spelling. Distribute the vocabulary and animal cards at random to students. Students should find their matching word or animal to make a pair. Once two students have matched up correctly, their cards can be added to the chart.

**Chart Set-Up**
Organize the chart by separating the cards and placing them in the appropriate pockets. Store the classifying cards in the center pocket of the chart. To prevent the question cards from bending, store them in the large pocket on the back of the chart.

For multiple uses of each card and to help prevent erasure of written notes, always use a wet-erase marker.

**Note:** To ensure that your marker doesn’t leave a permanent mark, test it on the corner of a card. Use a damp cloth to remove marks. Cards will warp if saturated with water.

**Expand your collection of Learning Resources® products:**
LER2292 Sorting & Patterning Pocket Chart
LER2418 Calendar & Weather Pocket Chart
LER2698 Magnetic Hooks
LER5078 Solar System Pocket Chart